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Abstrat. A polynomial identity testing algorithm must determine
whether a given input polynomial is identially equal to 0. We give a
deterministi blak-box identity testing algorithm for univariate polyno-
mials of the form
Pt
j=0
cjX
αj (a+ bX)βj . From our algorithm we derive
an exponential lower bound for representations of polynomials suh asQ
2
n
i=1(X
i
− 1) under this form.
It has been onjetured that these polynomials are hard to ompute by
general arithmeti iruits. Our result shows that the hardness from de-
randomization approah to lower bounds is feasible for a restrited lass
of arithmeti iruits. The proof is based on tehniques from algebrai
number theory, and more preisely on properties of the height funtion
of algebrai numbers.
1 Introdution
The large body of work on hardness versus randomness tradeos shows
that the two tasks of proving lower bounds and derandomizing algorithms
are roughly equivalent. This equivalene holds both in the boolean and
arithmeti world. We fous here on the arithmeti world [10℄. The equiva-
lene between lower bounds and derandomization suggests a new approah
to lower bounds (see e.g. [10,2℄): let us derandomize algorithms rst, and
muh-oveted lower bounds will follow. This hardness from derandom-
ization approah is very appealing, but apparently has not yet led to
many new lower bound results. There have been some reent advanes in
derandomization, however, espeially for identity testing of small-depth
arithmeti iruits, e.g. [24,15℄ and for the more diult problem of blak-
box iruit reonstrution [16℄. Also tehniques have been developed for
obtaining simultaneously lower bounds and identity tests [23℄, thereby re-
inforing the intuition that these two problems are intimately onneted.
⋆
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In this paper we use the hardness from derandomization approah
to obtain lower bounds for a ertain lass of arithmeti iruits. More pre-
isely, we prove lower bounds for representations of univariate polynomials
under the form
t∑
j=0
cjX
αj (a+ bX)βj , (1)
where the cj , a and b are rational numbers. Polynomials of this form
were rst onsidered in [11℄ due to their role in the fatorization of sparse
bivariate polynomials. Indeed, suh an expression vanishes identially if
and only if Y − a − bX is a linear fator of the bivariate polynomial∑t
j=0 cjX
αjY βj .
Obviously, any univariate polynomial an be expressed under form (1)
by expanding it as a sum of monomials (the resulting βj are all 0). Rep-
resentation (1) an potentially be muh more ompat than the sum of
monomials representation, however, due to the presene of the possibly
large exponents αj and βj (note thatX
αj
an be omputed in about logαj
multipliations by repeated squaring; the same trik applies of ourse to
(a+bX)βj ). The presene of possibly large exponents makes lower bounds
and deterministi identity testing nontrivial.
1.1 Lower Bound Statement
A simple version of our lower bound result is as follows.
Theorem 1. Consider a family of polynomials (Pn) of the form
Pn =
Nn∏
i=1
(Xi − 1). (2)
Assume that Pn an be expressed under form (1) with t polynomially
bounded in n and the bit sizes of the cj , αj and βj polynomially bounded
in n. Then Nn must be polynomially bounded in n as well.
We dene the bit size of cj as the sum of the bit sizes of its numerator and
denominator. Note that there is no restrition on the size of the oeients
a and b in this theorem (they may grow arbitrarily fast as a funtion of n).
Here we have expressed our result as a funtion of a single parameter n
for the sake of larity. We give in Theorem 4 a more preise (and slightly
more general) lower bound where the dependeny on eah parameter is
worked out arefully. In partiular, we work with the projetive height
H(c) of the tuple c = (cj). This is a more appropriate notion of size
of c than the naive bit size used in Theorem 1. The projetive height is
dened in Setion 2.2.
The obvious arguments suh as degree omparison between (1)
and (2) only show that Nn must be exponentially bounded in n. The-
orem 1 should therefore be viewed as an exponential lower bound. One
an also see the exponential nature of our lower bound by onsidering
the polynomials
∏
2n
i=1(X
i − 1): it follows from Theorem 4 that for some
onstant ǫ > 0, these polynomials annot be expressed under form (1) if t
and the bit sizes of the cj , αj and βj are bounded by 2
ǫn
.
We note that the polynomials Pn were suggested by Agrawal as good
andidates for proving lower bounds. As observed by Agrawal [1℄, if it
ould be shown that Pn is hard to ompute by general arithmeti iruits,
it would follow that the permanent is hard to ompute by arithmeti
iruits. This also follows from a general result (Theorem 5 of [17℄, see
also [7℄) whih roughly speaking shows the following: if the permanent
has polynomial size arithmeti iruits then exponential-size produts of
easy-to-ompute polynomials are themselves easy to ompute.
Note also that there is a formal similarity between (2) and the well-
known Pohhammer-Wilkinson polynomial
∏n
i=1(X − i) where roots of
unity are replaed by integers. The Pohhammer-Wilkinson polynomial
is widely onjetured to be hard to ompute [6,7,20,25℄. As explained in
Setion 6, it is possible to obtain a good lower bound for representations
of this polynomial under form (1).
1.2 Main Ideas and Connetions to Previous Work
Our lower bound is based on the onstrution of hitting sets for polynomi-
als of the form (1). Reall that a hitting set H for a set F of polynomials
is a (nite) set of points suh that there exists for any non-identially zero
polynomial f ∈ F at least one point a ∈ H suh that f(a) 6= 0. Hitting
sets are sometimes alled orret test sequenes [8℄. By a natural abuse
of notation, we will sometimes say that H is a hitting set for a polynomial
f if it a hitting set for the singleton {f}.
The existene of polynomial size hitting sets for general arithmeti ir-
uits follows from standard probabilisti arguments. A muh more diult
problem is to give expliit (deterministi) onstrutions of small hitting
sets. It is easy to see that this problem is equivalent to blak-box deter-
ministi identity testing: any hitting set for H yields an obvious blak-box
identity testing algorithm (delare that f ≡ 0 i f evaluates to 0 on all
the points of H); onversely, assuming that F ontains the identially
zero polynomial, the set of points queried by a blak box algorithm on the
input f ≡ 0 must be a hitting set for F .
There is a general onnetion between lower bounds and derandom-
ization of polynomial identity testing [10℄. This onnetion is espeially
apparent in the ase of blak-box derandomization. Namely, let H be a
hitting set for F . The polynomial P = ∏a∈H(X − a) annot belong to
F sine it is nonzero and vanishes on H. The same remark applies to
all nonzero multiples of P . If F is viewed as some kind of omplexity
lass, we have therefore obtained a lower bound against F by exhibiting
a polynomial P whih does not belong to F . This onnetion between
hitting sets and arithmeti lower bounds has been known for at least 30
years [8℄, but has led to suprisingly few lower bound results.
1
To the best
of our knowledge, only one lower bound of this type is known: Agrawal [2,
Corollary 65℄ has shown that ertain multilinear polynomials annot be
omputed by iruits with unbounded fanin addition gates of size n2−ǫ
and depth (2 − ǫ) log n. The lower bound applies to polynomials with
oeients omputable in PSPACE (this omplexity lass was indepen-
dently dened in [13℄, where it is alled VPSPACE; further results on this
lass and other spae-bounded lasses in Valiant's model an be found
in [14,21,22℄).
We have pointed out in Setion 1.1 that a lower bound for Pn against
general arithmeti iruits would imply a lower bound for the permanent.
For the same reason (Theorem 5 of [17℄), a hitting set onstrution against
general arithmeti iruits would imply a lower bound for the permanent.
Our hitting set onstrution builds on work from [11,12℄. In [11℄ we
designed a deterministi identity testing algorithm for expressions of the
form (1) as an intermediate step toward an algorithm for the fatorization
of supersparse bivariate polynomials. Our identity testing algorithm was
not blak-box. Rather, it was based on a struture theorem (a so-alled
gap theorem) whih makes it possible to reognize easily identially zero
expressions. Here we build on this work to onstrut hitting sets. These
sets turn out to be made of roots of unity, explaining why we obtain a
lower bound for polynomials of the form (2).
In terms of the lass of arithmeti iruits studied, the work whih
seems losest to ours is by Saxena [23℄. He gives lower bounds and iden-
tity testing algorithms for diagonal iruits, i.e., sums of powers of (mul-
tivariate) linear funtions, and more generally for sums of produts of
a small number of powers of linear funtions. Our iruits fall in this
1
As already observed in [8℄, hitting sets may be diult to onstrut preisely beause
they yield lower bounds.
ategory sine they ompute sums of produts of two powers of linear
funtions. Our results and methods are quite dierent, however. He uses
non-blak-box methods, whereas we use blak-box methods. Moreover, his
lower bounds break down for powers of high degree whereas we an handle
high degree powers (indeed, for univariate polynomials the only hallenge
is to prove lower bounds for polynomials of high degree sine any low
degree polynomial an be represented eiently as a sum of monomials,
assuming that eld onstants are given for free).
1.3 Organization of the paper
As in [11,12℄ we use number-theoreti tehniques and in partiular prop-
erties of the height of algebrai numbers. Some bakground on the height
funtion is provided in Setion 2. Setion 3 is tehnial: we obtain a height
lower bound whih we use in Setion 4 to onstrut our hitting sets. From
there, the lower bound theorem of Setion 5 follows easily from the ap-
proah outlined in Setion 1.2. Finally, we suggest some possible exten-
sions of our results in Setion 6.
2 Number Theory Bakground
In this setion we provide some bakground on the height funtion, rst
for algebrai numbers and then more generally for points in projetive
spae.
2.1 Heights of Algebrai Numbers
For any prime number p, the p-adi absolute value on Q is haraterized
by the following properties: |p|p = 1/p, and |q|p = 1 if q is a prime number
dierent from p. For any x ∈ Q\{0}, |x|p an be omputed as follows: write
x = pαy where p is relatively prime to the numerator and denominator
of y, and α ∈ Z. Then |x|p = 1/pα (and of ourse |0|p = 0). We denote
by MQ the union of the set of p-adi absolute values and of the usual
(arhimedean) absolute value on Q.
Let d, e ∈ Z be two non-zero relatively prime integers. By deni-
tion, the height of the rational number d/e is max(|d|, |e|). There is an
equivalent denition in terms of absolute values: for x ∈ Q, H(x) =∏
ν∈MQ
max(1, |x|ν). Note in partiular that H(0) = 1.
More generally, let K be a number eld (an extension of Q of nite
degree). The set MK of normalized absolute values is the set of absolute
values on K whih extend an absolute value of MQ. For ν ∈MK , we write
ν|∞ if ν extends the usual absolute value, and ν|p if ν extends the p-adi
absolute value. One denes a relative height HK on K by the formula
HK(x) =
∏
ν∈MK
max(1, |x|ν)dν . (3)
Here dν is the so-alled loal degree. For every p (either prime or innite),∑
ν|p dν = [K : Q]. The absolute height H(x) of x is HK(x)
1/n
, where
n = [K : Q]. It is independent of the hoie of K. The above material
is standard in algebrai number theory. More details an be found for
instane in [18℄ or [27℄. We will also need a speial ase of a result due
Amoroso and Zannier and already used in [12℄.
Lemma 1. Let θ be a root of unity and a, b ∈ Q suh that α = a + bθ
is not a root of unity. If α 6= 0 we have H(α) ≥ C where C > 1 is an
absolute onstant.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.1 of [3℄ sine the ylotomi extension
Q(θ) is Abelian over Q (see for instane [26℄, Setion 8.4).
2.2 Projetive Height
One an dene a notion of (relative) height for a point c = (c0, . . . , ct) in
Kt+1 by the formula
HK(c) =
∏
ν∈MK
|c|dνν ,
where |c|ν = max0≤j≤t |cj |ν . This is the lassial notion of height for a
point in projetive spae ([9℄, setion B.2). As a projetive notion, HK(c)
should be invariant by salar multipliation. Indeed, for λ ∈ K \ {0} we
have HK(λc) = HK(c). This follows from the produt formula:
∏
ν∈MK
|λ|dνν = 1
for any ν ∈ K \ {0}. Note also that the (relative) height of an algebrai
number x ∈ K is equal to the projetive height of the point (1, x) ∈ K2.
As in the previous setion, we an dene an absolute height by the formula
H(c) = HK(c)
1/n
where n = [K : Q] and K is hosen so that c ∈ Kt+1.
In our main lower bound theorem (Theorem 4) we measure the size
of the rational tuple c = (cj) in (1) by its projetive height instead of
the naive bit size used in Theorem 1. To ompute the height of a rational
tuple, we rst note that H(c) = maxj |cj | if the cj are relatively prime
integers. The general ase cj ∈ Q is therefore quite easy: redue to the
same denominator to obtain integer oeients, divide by their gd and
take the maximum of the absolute values of the resulting integers (so in
partiular H(c) ∈ N for any c in Qt+1).
3 A Height Lower Bound
The goal of this setion is to establish the following lower bound.
Proposition 1. Let (a, b) be a pair of rational numbers dierent from the
ve exluded pairs (0, 0), (±1, 0) and (0,±1).
There is a universal onstant C > 1 suh that the inequality
H(a+ bθ) ≥ C (4)
holds for any root of unity θ whih is not a 6th root of unity.
The inequality H(a + bθ) ≥ C implies in partiular that a + bθ is not a
root of unity, sine roots of unity are of height 1.
The main tool in the proof of Proposition 1 is the height lower bound
of Lemma 1. In light of this lemma, to omplete the proof of Proposition 1
we just need to understand when a+ bθ an be a root of unity.
Lemma 2. Let θ be a root of unity and (a, b) a pair of rational numbers
dierent from the ve exluded pairs (0, 0), (±1, 0) and (0,±1). If θ is not
a 6th root of unity then α = a+ bθ is nonzero, and is not a root of unity.
Proof. We will need some properties of ylotomi polynomials. Reall
that if θ is a root of unity of order n, its minimal polynomial is the
ylotomi polynomials ψn. By denition, the onjugates of θ are the
other roots of its minimal polynomial. The roots of ψn are exatly the
roots of unity of order n. There are φ(n) suh roots, where φ(n) is Euler's
totient funtion. It is known that φ(n) ≥ √n for n > 6. We therefore
have φ(n) ≥ 3 for n > 6. From this it follows that φ(n) ≥ 3 exept for
n = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6.
The onlusion of the lemma learly holds true in the ase b = 0. We
therefore assume in the remainder of the proof that b 6= 0.
The only rational roots of unity are +1 and −1, whih are 6th roots of
unity, hene α 6= 0. If both θ and a+ bθ happen to be roots of unity then
θ lies at the intersetion of the unit irle of the omplex plane, and of the
irle dened by the ondition |a+ bz| = 1. By exluding the 5 exluded
pairs, we have made sure that these two irles are distint. They have
therefore at most 2 intersetion points. If θ′ is a onjugate of θ, the point
a+ bθ′ is also a root of unity and must therefore lie at the intersetion of
the two irles. Sine there are at most two intersetion points, θ has at
most one onjugate. This happens only when θ is a root of a ylotomi
polynomial ψn of degree φ(n) ≤ 2, and we have seen that there are only
5 possible values for n. The two roots of order 4, ±i, an be ruled out
sine a± bi is a root of unity only when (a, b) is equal to one of the two
exluded pairs (0,±1). We are left with the roots of unity of order 1, 2, 3
or 6, that is, with the 6th roots of unity. ⊓⊔
Remark 1. If θ6 = 1, a+ bθ an be a root of unity for appropriate values
of a and b. For instane, if θ = eiπ/3 then 1 − θ = e−iπ/3. If θ = e2iπ/3
then 1 + θ = eiπ/3.
Remark 2. In the remainder of this paper we will apply (4) only to p-th
roots of unity where p is prime.
4 Hitting Set Constrution
It is well known that roots of unity yield hitting sets for sparse polynomi-
als.
Lemma 3. Let K be a eld of harateristi 0 and f ∈ K[X] a nonzero
univariate polynomial of degree at most d with at most m nonzero mono-
mials. Then there are less than m log d prime numbers p for whih f(X)
is identially zero modulo Xp − 1.
Here we restrit to elds of harateristi 0 but this lemma is stated in [5℄
for arbitrary integral domains. A multivariate version an be found in
Lemma 5 of [12℄. Lemma 3 an be immediately restated in the language
of hitting sets:
Lemma 4. Let K be a eld of harateristi 0, P a set of at least m log d
prime numbers and H the set of all p-th roots of unity (in the algebrai
losure of K) for all p ∈ P.
Then H is a hitting set for the set of all polynomials f ∈ K[X] of
degree at most d with at most m nonzero monomials.
In the next proposition and theorems, the projetive height omes into
play. Reall that this notion is dened in Setion 2; in partiular, we
explain at the end of that setion how to ompute H(c) when the cj
are rational (whih is the ase in Theorem 2). For a rational tuple, the
logarithm of the projetive height gives a more appropriate notion of size
than the naive bit size. In the next proposition, we use the projetive
height for tuples of algebrai numbers. Namely, following Lenstra [19℄ we
dene the height H(p) of a polynomial p =
∑t
j=0 cjX
j ∈ Q[X] as the
projetive height H(c).
Proposition 2. Let p ∈ Q[X] be a polynomial with at most t+1 non-zero
terms. Assume that p an be written as the sum of two polynomials q and
r where eah monomial of q has degree at most β and eah monomial of r
has degree at least γ. Let x ∈ Q∗ be a root of p that is not a root of unity.
If γ − β > log(tH(p))/ logH(x) then x is a ommon root of q and r.
The proof of Proposition 2 an be found in [12℄. It is essentially the same
as the proof of Proposition 2.3 of [19℄.
Theorem 2 (Gap Theorem for Hitting Sets). Let f ∈ Q[X] be a
polynomial of the form (1), with (a, b) dierent from the ve exluded
pairs of Proposition 1. Assume without loss of generality that the sequene
(βj) is nondereasing, and assume also there exists l suh that
βl+1 − βl > log(t(t+ 1)H(c))/ log C (5)
where C is the onstant of Proposition 1, and H(c) is the projetive height
of the tuple c = (cj).
Let H be a set of roots of unity with θ6 6= 1 for all θ ∈ H.
Let g =
∑l
j=0 cjX
αj (a + bX)βj and h =
∑t
j=l+1 cjX
αj (a+ bX)βj . If
H is a hitting set for g and h, H is also a hitting set for f = g + h.
Proof. We need to show that f(θ) = 0 for all θ ∈ H implies f = 0. If θ ∈ H
is a root of f then a + bθ is a root of the univariate polynomial p(X) =∑t
j=0 cjθ
αjXβj . The height of p satises the inequalityH(p) ≤ (t+1)H(c).
The fator t+ 1 is due to the fat that eah monomial of p omes from
at most t + 1 terms of (1); see [12℄, Lemma 3 for a proof. Sine θ6 6= 1
we have H(a + bθ) ≥ C > 1 by Proposition 1. We an therefore apply
Proposition 2, and it follows that x = a+ bθ is a ommon root of the two
univariate polynomials q =
∑l
j=0 cjθ
αjXβj and r =
∑t
j=l+1 cjθ
αjXβj .
This means exatly that g(θ) = h(θ) = 0.
If these two equalities apply to every θ ∈ H we have g = h = 0 sine
H is supposed to be a hitting set for both g and h. Hene f = g+h = 0.
We are now ready to state our main hitting set theorem. The bound will
depend on 3 parameters:
(i) the parameter t in (1).
(ii) d, the maximal value of the αj .
iii) an upper bound M on the projetive height H(c) of the tuple c.
Given t, d and M we dene
δ = log(t(t+ 1)M)/ log C. (6)
Notie that this is essentially the gap bound in (5).
Theorem 3 (Hitting Set Constrution). Let P be a set of at least
(t+ 1)(δt + 1) log(d + tδ) prime numbers, with δ as in (6) and p ≥ 5 for
all p ∈ P.
Let H be the set of all p-th roots of unity for all p ∈ P. Then H is a
hitting set for the set of polynomials that an be represented under form (1)
with αj ≤ d for all j, the rational tuple c of projetive height H(c) ≤ M ,
and (a, b) dierent from the two pairs (0,±1).
Proof. We proeed by redution to Lemma 4. As in Theorem 2, we will
assume without loss of generality that the sequene (βj) is nondereas-
ing. We an of ourse assume that (a, b) 6= (0, 0) sine the orresponding
polynomial in (1) would be identially zero. We will also assume that
(a, b) 6= (±1, 0). In that ase, f an be written as a sum of t+1 monomi-
als of degree at most d and we an apply Lemma 4: H is a hitting set for
f sine |P| ≥ (t+ 1) log d (the same argument ould of ourse be applied
to any pair (a, b) with b = 0).
The remainder of the proof is divided in two ases. We rst onsider
the ase where there is no gap in f in the sense of Theorem 2, that is,
βl+1−βl ≤ δ for all l. In this ase, fatoring out the polynomial (a+bX)β0
if neessary, we assume without loss of generality that β0 = 0. This is
legitimate sine the nonzero polynomial (a+bX)β0 does not vanish at any
point of H (reall that the elements of H are irrational numbers). From
the relations β0 = 0 and βl+1 − βl ≤ δ we nd that βt = maxl βl ≤ δt.
Expanding eah fator (a + bX)βj in (1) as a sum of monomials, we see
that f an be written as a sum of at most (t+1)(δt+1) monomials, eah
of degree at most d + tδ. Lemma 4 therefore implies that H is a hitting
set for f .
We nally onsider the ase where there are gaps in f . By breaking f
at the gaps, we write f =
∑s
i=1 fi where eah fi is a sum of onseutive
terms cjX
αj (a+ bX)βj from (1). More preisely, we make sure that there
is no gap inside eah fi in the sense that the dierene between two
onseutive exponents βj in fi is bounded by δ, and there is a gap between
fi and fi+1 in the sense that the dierene between the smallest exponent
βj in fi+1 and the biggest one in fi is greater than δ.
We have seen that H is a hitting set for eah of the fi. Applying
Theorem 4 repeatedly (s − 1 times), we see that H is a hitting set for f
as well.
Remark 3. The pair (a, b) = (0,±1) is exluded from Theorem 3. This
ase an easily be handled with Lemma 4: f is a sum of t+ 1 monomials
of degree at most d + d′, where d′ = maxj βj . We an therefore replae
the set P in Theorem 3 by a set of prime numbers of ardinality at least
(t+1) log(d+ d′). By ontrast, the bound in Theorem 3 does not depend
on d′. Also, we an onstrut a single hitting set whih overs uniformly
the two ases (a, b) 6= (0,±1) and (a, b) = (0,±1) by replaing the bound
(t + 1)(δt + 1) log(d + tδ) in Theorem 3 by the maximum of this bound
and (t+ 1) log(d+ d′).
5 Lower Bound Theorem
As explained in Setion 1.2, it is straightforward to obtain a lower from
our hitting set onstrution.
Theorem 4 (Main Lower Bound). Let P be a set of prime numbers
with p ≥ 5 for all p ∈ P,
|P| ≥ (t+ 1)max(log(d+ d′), (δt + 1) log(d+ tδ)) (7)
and δ as in (6). The polynomial
P =
∏
i∈P
(Xpi − 1)
annot be expressed under form (1) if αj ≤ d and βj ≤ d′ for all j, and
if the rational tuple c is of projetive height H(c) ≤ M . The same lower
bound applies to all nonzero multiples of P .
Proof. Let f be a polynomial whih an be expressed under form (1) with
αj ≤ d and βj ≤ d′ for all j, and H(c) ≤M . Let Q be a multiple of P . By
Theorem 3 and the remark following it, the set of roots of Q is a hitting
set for f . Hene we annot have f = Q, unless Q = 0.
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 4 sine there are Ω(N/ logN) prime
numbers in the interval [2, N ].
6 Further Remarks
One an try to extend our results in various ways. One possible diretion
is prove lower bounds for other polynomials than polynomials of the form∏
i(X
i − 1). It was reently shown in [4℄ that nonzero polynomials rep-
resented under form (1) have at most 6t − 4 real roots. As a result, any
set of 6t − 3 real numbers is a hitting set and we have lower bounds for
polynomials with many real roots suh as
∏
2n
i=1(X − i).
Perhaps more importantly, one an look for lower bounds under more
general representations than (1). We make two suggestions below.
1. Consider expressions of the form
t∑
j=0
cj(a+ bX)
αj (c+ dX)βj . (8)
Assuming that b 6= 0, the hange of variable Y = a+bX brings us bak
to (1) and we an use the blak-box algorithm of the present paper or
the non-blak-box algorithm of [11℄ to perform deterministi identity
testing. Unfortunately, the hange of variable Y = a+bX is non-blak-
box and as a result we do not have a lower bound for polynomials of
the form
∏
i(X
i−1). Nevertheless, the set of real numbers is invariant
under this hange of variable. As a result, it follows again from [4℄ that
any set of 6t− 3 real numbers is a hitting set for (8) and we still have
exponential lower bounds for polynomials suh as
∏
2n
i=1(X − i).
The ase b = 0 is even simpler: now we have polynomials of the form
t∑
j=0
c′j(c+ dX)
βj ,
where c′j = cja
αj
. The hange of variable Y = c + dX shows that by
Desarte's rule of signs, suh a polynomial an have at most 2t+1 real
roots if it is nonzero. We an therefore onstrut a hitting set (any set
of 2t+ 2 real numbers will do) and derive good lower bounds.
2. Consider now expressions of the form
t∑
j=0
cjX
αj (aj + bjX)
βj .
In (1) we have aj = a and bj = b for all j. Is deterministi identity test-
ing feasible, either in a blak-box or non-blak-box way ? Is it possible
to derive lower bounds for this form of polynomial representation ?
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